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Abstract
Background: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is characterized by a gradual muscular paralysis resulting from progressive
motoneurons death. ALS etiology remains unknown although it has been demonstrated to be a multifactorial disease
involving several cellular partners. There is currently no effective treatment. Even if the effect of exercise is under
investigation for many years, whether physical exercise is beneficial or harmful is still under debate.
Methods and Findings: We investigated the effect of three different intensities of running exercises on the survival of
SOD1G93A mice. At the early-symptomatic stage (P60), males were isolated and randomly assigned to 5 conditions: 2
sedentary groups (‘‘sedentary’’ and ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ placed on the inert treadmill), and 3 different training intensity
groups (5 cm/s, 10 cm/s and 21 cm/s; 15 min/day, 5days/week). We first demonstrated that an appropriate ‘‘control’’ of the
environment is of the utmost importance since comparison of the two sedentary groups evidenced an 11.6% increase in
survival in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ group. Moreover, we showed by immunohistochemistry that this increased lifespan is
accompanied with motoneurons survival and increased glial reactivity in the spinal cord. In a second step, we showed that
when compared with the proper control, all three running-based training did not modify lifespan of the animals, but result
in motoneurons preservation and changes in glial cells activation.
Conclusions/Significance: We demonstrate that increase in survival induced by a slight daily modification of the
environment is associated with motoneurons preservation and strong glial modifications in the lumbar spinal cord of
SOD1G93A. Using the appropriate control, we then demonstrate that all running intensities have no effect on the survival of
ALS mice but induce cellular modifications. Our results highlight the critical importance of the control of the environment in
ALS studies and may explain discrepancy in the literature regarding the effect of exercise in ALS.
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understanding of the role of these partner cells has resulted in the
recognition of the important role played by astrocytes and
microglia in ALS (for review see [5]). Indeed, the presence of
reactive astrocytes and microglia is a hallmark of ALS [6,7].
With the aim of translation to the clinic, and since epidemiological reports suggested that an active lifestyle may be associated
with an increased incidence of ALS [8], several studies investigated
the effect of physical exercise on ALS patients and on animal
models of ALS (for review see [9,10]. Whether physical exercise is
beneficial or detrimental is still a matter of debate. On the one
hand, moderate exercise is reported to increase the life span of
several mouse models of motoneuron disease such as SOD1G93A
mice [11,12], of spinal muscular atrophy such as survival motor
neuron2/SMN2 mice [13] and progressive motor neuronopathy/

Introduction
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a chronic neurodegenerative disease characterized by a selective motoneurons death in the
motor cortex, brainstem and spinal cord that leads to progressive
muscular paralysis. Pathogenesis of motoneuron degeneration in
ALS and mechanisms of selective vulnerability are still largely
unknown although it has been demonstrated that ALS is a
complex multifactorial disease (protein misfolding, glutamatemediated excitotoxicity, oxidative stress, impaired axonal transport…) that involves, besides neurons, several cellular partners
such as glial and muscle cells (for reviews see [1,2]). Thus, there is
growing interest about whether the death of motoneurons is cell
autonomous or mediated by non-neuronal cells [3,4]. A better
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(Figure 1B, Figure S3A). However comparisons amongst
exercised mice revealed that the highest intensity of exercise
group (21 cm/s) had an increased median survival than the lowest
intensity group (5 cm/s) (146.5 vs 132.5 p = 0.0439).
Over the course of the disease, all ALS mice lost weight as a
result of muscular atrophy (Figure 1C). We thus monitored body
weight changes in all groups (sedentary and exercise) from the
beginning of the training protocol to the death of the mice.
Animals subjected to the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ protocol maintained their body weight longer than ‘‘sedentary’’ mice (respectively until day 105 (p = 0.017) vs day 91 (p = 0.0102)). Mice
subjected to high intensity exercise (21 cm/s) conserved their body
weight longer than the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ group (respectively
until day 119 (p = 0.026) vs day 112 (p = 0.0359)) (Figure 1C).

pmn mice [14]. On the other hand, high intensity exercise was
reported to have no effect [15] or to be detrimental [16] to the
survival of SOD1G93A mice.
In order to reconcile these disparate results, we investigated the
effect of three different intensities of running-based exercise on the
survival of SOD1G93A mice. As a pre-requisite we evaluated two
different sedentary groups. Surprisingly, we demonstrate that a
slight daily modification of the environment extend the lifespan of
SOD1G93A mice by 11.6%. Moreover, increased lifespan is
accompanied with motoneuron survival and with an increase in
glial cells reactivity. When compared with the appropriate control
group, we demonstrate that running exercise also induces cellular
modifications but, whatever its intensity, is not associated with a
variation in lifespan.
These results not only highlight the importance of the
environment in ALS but may also explain the discrepancy in the
literature about running-based exercise, due to an inappropriate
choice of control groups.

Motoneurons are Preserved in ‘‘Sedentary Treadmill’’ and
Exercised Animals
Differences in lifespan between the two sedentary groups
suggest possible cellular modifications resulting from the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ protocol. Considering that body mass differences
between ‘‘sedentary’’ and ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ ALS mice started
at 90 days of age, we characterized cellular elements of the lumbar
spinal cord and the gastrocnemius-soleus-plantaris complex in the two
groups at P90. Similar analyses were then done for all trained
groups.
We first quantified the number of lumbar motoneurons. We
showed that ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice exhibit a significant
increase in motoneuron survival as compared to the ‘‘sedentary’’
animals (28.6961.164 vs. 21.9060.4089) (Figure 2A, Figure
S3B). Moreover, this neuroprotection is correlated to a significant
preservation of the mean cell body area in the ‘‘sedentary
treadmill’’ mice as compared to the ‘‘sedentary’’ group
(Figure 2B, Figure S3B). Indeed, analysis of the mean
motoneuron area, demonstrate a strong preservation of large
motoneurons in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals (Figure 2B).
Motoneurons quantification in the trained groups highlighted a
better survival in the 10 and 21 cm/s (37.2861.655 and
35.4762.119) groups as compared to ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice
(28.6961.164) (Figure 2A, Figure S3B). However, motoneurons
mean cell body area was decreased in the 5 and 21 cm/s groups as
compared to ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals (Figure 2B, Figure
S3B). The cell body area may indeed be considered as a marker of
the physiological stage of motoneurons, indeed, before death
motoneurons shrink. At end stage no significant difference was
observed in the number of motoneurons (data not shown).

Results
Unlike Exercise, Modified Environment Increases the
Lifespan of SOD1G93A Mice
In a first step, to minimize experimental bias, we controlled
animal handling parameters by a survival analysis of two sedentary
groups of SOD1G93A male mice. The two groups differed by only
one parameter: mice from the ‘‘sedentary’’ group constantly
remained alone in their cage whereas ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice
were placed on the inert treadmill for 15 minutes a day and 5 days
a week (Figures S1 and S2). Surprisingly, the median survival of
‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice (144 days) exceeded that of the
sedentary group (129 days) by 15 days (corresponding to an 11.6%
increase), and Kaplan–Meier survival statistics revealed a significant group difference in survival time (p = 0.0015) (Figure 1A,
Figure S3A).
In a second step, to assess the effect of running-based exercise
on the survival of SOD1G93A mice, we subjected different animal
groups to three regimens of regular exercise (5, 10 and 21 cm/s;
15 minutes a day, 5 days a week). The exercise protocol started at
the early-symptomatic stage (60 days of age) and ended when mice
were unable to maintain the exercise regimens. Median survivals
were of 132.5, 134.5 and 146.5 days for the 5, 10 and 21 cm/s
respectively. When compared with the appropriate control, i.e.
‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ group, Kaplan-Meier survival statistics
evidenced no significant difference for any of the trained groups

Figure 1. Effects of modified environment and running-based training intensities on SOD1G93A mice survival. (A) – Kaplan-Meier
curves of ‘‘sedentary’’ (n = 14) and ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ (n = 13) SOD1G93A mice (log rank test, **p = 0.0015). (B) – Kaplan-Meier curves of ‘‘sedentary’’
(n = 14), ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ (n = 13), 5 cm/s (n = 10), 10 cm/s (n = 10) and 21 cm/s (n = 10) groups. (C) – Body weight changes in the ‘‘sedentary’’,
‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ and 3 exercised groups from P60 to end of life. Statistics: t-test; *p,0.05. All statistics were done using the sedentary treadmill
group as reference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045503.g001
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Figure 2. Motoneurons and neuromuscular junctions in ‘‘sedentary’’ and ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice at P90. (A) – Quantification of
motoneurons in the lumbar spinal cord of ‘‘sedentary’’, ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ and exercised animals at P90 (hematoxylin coloration). (B) –
Measurement of motoneuron cell body area in all groups at P90 (in mm2). (C) – Quantification of the neuromuscular junctions in the gastrocnemiussoleus-plantaris complex using the Karnovsky and Roots enzymatic method in sedentary and exercised groups at P90 (Statistics: t-test; *p,0.05,
**p,0.01, ***p,0.001; n = 3 in each group) Sed = sedentary, SedT = sedentary treadmill. All statistics were done using the sedentary treadmill group
as reference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045503.g002

(Figure 3B&D). For both, intensity of labeling and morphology,
microglia were similar in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’, the 10 and
21 cm/s groups (2999682.32, 2934652.28 and 2985689.08
respectively) (Figure 3A, C, E&F, Figure S3C).
Astrocytes behaved similarly, indeed, the mean intensity of
GFAP astrocyte labeling was decreased in the 5 cm/s group as
compared to ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice (26156140.7 vs
36666136.2) (Figure 4A, C–D, Figure S3D). The labeling
intensity of GFAP was similar in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’, the 10
and 21 cm/s groups (36666136.2, 36316102.6 and 36316161.1
respectively) (Figure 4A, C, E&F, Figure 5, Figure S3D).
All together, these results demonstrate that placing the
SOD1G93A mice on an inert treadmill for 15 minutes, 5 days a
week leads to an increase in the lifespan of the animals, which is
correlated with motoneuron preservation and a markedly
enhanced glial reactivity. When compared to the proper control
i.e. ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals, none of the 3 tested exercise
intensities induced a modification in lifespan. However, we
observed a preservation of motoneurons in the 10 and 21 cm/s
exercised mice and a decrease in microglia and astrocytes for the
5 cm/s trained mice (Figure 5).

Modifications of motoneuron survival in the lumbar spinal cord
prompted the examination of neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) in
the gastrocnemius-soleus-plantaris complex at 90 days of age. We did
not notice any statistically significant differences in NMJ’s number
between all groups (Sed: 76.1565.032; SedT: 83.9962.172;
5 cm/s: 79.962.5;
10 cm/s:
83.2160.3685;
21 cm/s:
77.6162.778).

‘‘Sedentary treadmill’’ Animals Harbor a Strong Enhanced
Glial Reactivity
There are growing evidences of the involvement of glial cells in
ALS. To detect glial correlates of motoneuron survival in the
‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ group we investigated possible modifications
of microglia and astrocytes at 90 days of age and at the end stage.
To evaluate gliosis, we used an immunohistochemical approach to
detect the microglial marker ionized calcium binding adaptor
molecule 1 (Iba1) and the astrocytic marker glial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP). At 90 days of age, we observed a marked increase
in Iba1 in the ventral grey matter of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals
as compared to the ‘‘sedentary’’ group. The mean intensity of
labeling was indeed about 20% higher (2478688.6 in the
‘‘sedentary’’ vs. 2999682.32 in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’)
(Figures 3 A–C, Figure S3C). Moreover, we observed clear
morphological evidence of microglial activation in the ventral
spinal horns of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals as compared to
‘‘sedentary’’. Indeed, microglia from ‘‘sedentary’’ animals displayed a large soma associated with thick ramified processes that
are characteristics of early microglial activation whereas ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice harbored microglia with large soma and
reduced processes complexity. In addition, the ventral lumbar
spinal horns of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals presented local
increased microglia densities (Figure 3A, arrow), characteristics
of an inflammatory state. In parallel, GFAP staining was increased
by <1.25 fold in the ventral grey matter of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’
group as compared to the ‘‘sedentary’’ (29446104.2 in the
‘‘sedentary’’ vs. 36666136.2 in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’)
(Figures 4 A–C, Figure 5, Figure S3D). Conversely, at end
stage, we did not observe any difference in GFAP or Iba1 staining
between the two sedentary groups (Data not shown).

Discussion
The initial aim of this study was to carefully evaluate the impact
of different running intensities on the survival of male SOD1G93A
mice. For that purpose, we chose three different running regimens
i.e. 5, 10 and 21 cm/s. At these speeds, mice reach 65, 70 and
80% of their maximal oxygen consumption respectively (for review
see [17]). To evaluate the effect of exercise per se, we first compared
two control sedentary groups and showed that placing the mice on
an inert treadmill is sufficient to induce a mean survival increase of
11.6%. This result can be compared with previous studies on
central nervous system pathologies demonstrating the effect of the
environment on the progression of the disease [18]. We showed
that increased survival of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals is
associated with a longer preservation of the body weight. This
may reflect a better muscle mass preservation and is consistent
with the results of Stam et al. that demonstrated that an enriched
environment can delay the loss of motor function in SOD1G93A
mice [19]. It is of interest to note that the 21 cm/s trained animals
also maintain their body weight longer than other groups but
without increased lifespan. This is most likely due to a gain in
muscular mass induced by the exercise. This major difference in
survival between control groups may explain previous outcome
discrepancies on the effect of exercise. Indeed, when compared
with the appropriate control group i.e. ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice,
we did not observe any modification in the lifespan of SOD1G93A

Effects of Exercise Regimens on Glial Reactivity
As for the sedentary groups we analyzed glial components at 90
days of age. The mean intensity of Iba1 microglia labeling was
decreased in the 5 cm/s group as compared to ‘‘sedentary
treadmill’’ mice (2621654.49 vs 2999682.32) (Figure 3A, C–
D, Figure S3C). Moreover, microglia morphology of the 5 cm/s
animals was similar to the one of the sedentary group
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 3. Microglial activation in sedentary and exercised animals. (A, B, D, E & F) – Photographs of Iba1 immunohistochemical staining of
P90 lumbar spinal cord sections from ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ (A), ‘‘sedentary’’ (B), 5 cm/s (D), 10 cm/s (E) and 21 cm/s (F) animals respectively. (C) –
Quantification of the mean intensity of labeling in the ventral gray matter. Statistics: t-test; *p,0.05, **p,0.01. Scale bars: 50 mm. Sed = sedentary,
SedT = sedentary treadmill. In panels A, E and F arrow point to of high density ‘‘packs’’ of microglia. All statistics were done using the sedentary
treadmill group as reference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045503.g003

that underwent three intensities of running-based training. Our
results thus confirm that high intensity exercise (21 cm/s) has no
effect on the survival of SOD1G93A mice as reported in a recent

study that also used proper control mice [20]. Moreover, our study
extends this result to lower training intensities (5 and 10 cm/s).
However, amongst the trained groups, we observed a significant

Figure 4. Astrocytes reactivity in sedentary and exercised animals. (A, B, D, E & F) – Photographs of GFAP immunohistochemical staining
of P90 lumbar spinal cord sections from ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ (A), ‘‘sedentary’’ (B), 5 cm/s (D), 10 cm/s (E) and 21 cm/s (F) animals respectively. (C) –
Quantification of the mean intensity of labeling in the ventral gray matter. Statistics: t-test; **p,0.01. Scale bars: 50 mm. Sed = sedentary,
SedT = sedentary treadmill. All statistics were done using the sedentary treadmill group as reference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045503.g004
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the effect of modified environment and exercise on glial reactivity and motoneurons
preservation in the SOD1G93A mice. At 90 days of age, sedentary treadmill mice and mice submitted to moderate (10 cm/s) or high exercise
(21 cm/s) regimens harbor a marked increase in astrogliosis and a strong microglial reactivity as shown by the presence of high density ‘‘packs’’ of
microglia. Conversely, sedentary and 5 cm/s animals show limited astrogliosis and no microglia ‘‘packs’’. Moreover, modifications observed in the glial
compartment correlate with changes in motoneurons survival and morphology. Whereas a dramatic decrease in motoneuron number and size is
observed in sedentary mice, exposure to exercise or modified environment induces motoneuron preservation. However, effect on motoneurons
preservation depends on the exercise regimen. Indeed, when compared to sedentary treadmill animals, 5 cm/s mice show a preserved number of
motoneurons but an altered phenotype and a reduced soma size. On the other hand, 10 and 21 cm/s trained animals present a better preservation of
motoneurons number but show an altered phenotype as compared to the sedentary treadmill group.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045503.g005

Analysis of the spinal cellular partners at 90 days of age
demonstrated higher motoneuron number preservation in the
‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ group when compared to sedentary animals.
Mice subjected to moderate (10 cm/s) or high (21 cm/s) exercise
intensity presented a better motoneuron survival than animals
subjected to 5 cm/s-exercise or the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ groups
(Figure 5). Moreover, ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice had a largest
motoneuron soma (motoneuron enrichment with a soma.700 mm2, Figure 2B, Figure S3B) than exercised animals
which may reflect a more advanced ‘‘dying-state’’ of motoneurons
in trained groups. Thus, even motoneuron number was higher in
trained animals, it most likely reflect only a slight delay in
degeneration. This observation suggests that even if the 3
intensities of exercise fail to significantly modify SOD1G93A
survival, moderate and high exercise intensities may delay
motoneurons death.

increase in survival between mice subjected to the highest intensity
of exercise regimen (21 cm/s) and those subjected to the lowest
one (5 cm/s). This may reflect a slight intensity-dependent effect of
exercise that is not sufficient enough to induce a lifespan
modification when compared to the accurate control (i.e. the
‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ group). To avoid an additional bias due to
uncontrolled physical activity on the exercise level, we did not
check motor performance over the course of the experiments. We
have indeed previously shown that motor tests (rotarod, grip
strength and grasping onto a grid) constituted by themselves a low
intensity exercise in a mouse model of motoneuron disease [14].
To tentatively correlate differences in survival induced by a
slight modification of the environment with cellular alterations and
to further analyze possible effects of exercise at the cellular level,
we carried out a histological characterization of the lumbar spinal
cord and the gastrocnemius-soleus-plantaris complex.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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voluntary exercise leads to increased microglia number in the
hippocampus of mice [36]. Microglia are recruited at neurodegeneration sites and are known to exert dual effects on neuronal
survival notably by releasing pro- or anti- apoptotic factors
[37,38]. In particular, the CX3CL1-CX3CR1 pathway is known to
provide a neuroprotective phenotype to microglia [37]. Moreover,
soluble CX3CL1 is increased in the hippocampus after running
exercise [36]. Thus, in our paradigm, enhanced glial reactivity
may play a neuroprotective role that eventually contributes to
better preservation and/or survival of motoneurons in ‘‘sedentary
treadmill’’ and exercised mice (Figure 5).
To conclude, using a strictly controlled experimental protocols,
we show that three intensities of running-based exercise failed to
modify the lifespan of SOD1G93A mice. However, exercise induces
modifications at the cellular level in the spinal cord. We also show
that conditions of housing/handling can significantly affect the life
span of SOD1G93A mice. This is of importance since it may not
only explain previous outcome discrepancies reported in the
literature on the effect of exercise in ALS but also, more generally,
flawed results in the area of preclinical studies in CNS pathologies.
We demonstrate that a protracted survival induced by a slight
daily modification of the environment is associated with
motoneuron preservation and glial modifications in the lumbar
spinal cord of SOD1G93A. Further studies are required to identify
mechanisms involved in motoneuron preservation and survival
and to decipher the contributions of glial cells in ALS pathogenesis.

Conversely, we did not find any difference in NMJ numbers
between all groups but we cannot exclude that NMJ of ‘‘sedentary
treadmill’’ and/or trained mice present a better functionality.
These results are thus in favour of a central (spinal cord) initiation
of neuroprotective mechanisms rather than the result of a
centripetal muscular influence.
At 90 days of age, analysis of the glial compartment allowed us
to distinguish two groups according to their glial response.
‘‘Sedentary’’ and 5 cm/s animals showed weak microglia and
astrocytes reactivity whereas ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’, 10 and
21 cm/s mice harbor strong astrogliosis and a marked increase
of microglial activation (Figure 5).
In particular, we evidenced an increase in GFAP staining in the
lumbar ventral spinal grey matter of the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’
group as compared to the ‘‘sedentary’’ one. This result is
consistent with the finding that an enriched environment (EE)
increases astrocytes number and GFAP expression in healthy and
pathological conditions [21,22,23]. Moreover, in a model of
Parkinson’s disease, EE-induced astrogliosis is accompanied by a
decrease in neuronal loss [21]. Moreover, Li et al. have
demonstrated in rats that running exercise increases astrocytes
number in cortex and striatum, which is consistent with the strong
astrogliosis observed in the 10 and 21 cm/s groups [24].One can
hypothesize that the potential neuroprotective effect of astrocytes
results from complex mechanisms.
EE and exercise stimulate the production of several growth
factors. Amongst those, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
level is increased in the dentate gyrus of animals housed in
enriched conditions [25]. Even if ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ conditions
cannot be strictly considered as an enriched environment we can
conjecture that the slight modification of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’
mice daily environment is sufficient to induce similar effects.
Moreover, Neeper et al. have shown that BDNF is also induced
after running exercise in the hippocampus, the cortex and the
cerebellum [26].In addition, BDNF is known for its beneficial
effects, in particular for its neuroprotective effects, in several
neurological disorders including ALS (for review see [27])
(Figure 5).
Glutamate excitotoxicity is considered to play an important role
in pathological processes of motor neurons degeneration in
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [28]). In particular, a selective loss
of excitatory amino-acid transporter 2 (EAAT2), a major
glutamate transporter protein located on astrocytes and responsible of up to 94% of glutamate uptake at the synaptic cleft, has
been described in ALS patients [29] and other neurodegenerative
diseases [30,31]. In mutant SOD1 mice, several studies have
evidenced a decrease in EAAT2 protein associated with a downregulation of glutamate-transport activity at late stage of the
disease (for review [28]). Moreover, an over-expression of this
transporter delays disease onset and prevents motoneurons death
[32]. Interestingly, Da Cunha et al. have recently demonstrated in
rats that moderate running-based exercise promotes glutamate
uptake [33]. Motoneurons preservation and astrocytic modifications at P90 in the ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’, 10 and 21 cm/s groups
may result from a compensatory mechanism to overcome deficit in
glutamate-transporter activity (Figure 5).
Besides increased astrogliosis, we also evidenced in the ventral
horn of ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals an increase in microglial
reactivity. This finding is consistent with that of Williamson et al.
that demonstrated Iba1 expression increase in the dentate gyrus of
rats exposed to EE [34]. Ehninger et al. have reported a decrease
of newborn microglia in the amygdala of healthy mice after EE
exposure [35] but so far, the impact of EE on spinal cord microglia
remains to be studied. Similarly, Vukovic et al. have shown that
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Materials and Methods
Animals
Experimental procedures followed the European legislative,
administrative and statutory measures for animal experimentation
(86/609/EEC) and the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was
approved by the ‘‘Direction des Services Vétérinaires de
l’Hérault’’, France (authorization number 34118) and ratified by
the ‘‘Préfecture de l’Hérault’’, France. Every effort was made to
minimize the number of animals and their suffering. Transgenic
mice carrying the G93A human SOD1 mutation B6SJL-Tg
(SOD1-G93A) 1Gur/J (ALS mice) were purchased from The
Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and bred on a B6SJL
background. Transgenic mice were identified by PCR and housed
in controlled conditions (hygrometry, temperature and 12 h light/
dark cycle). Only males were used and litter-matching between
groups and experiments were done as much as possible. A
treadmill (Bioseb, LE8710, Chaville, France) was used to exercise
the mice 15 min/day, 5 days a week. At day 60, males were
isolated in individual cages (without any objects in their home
cage) and randomly assigned to 5 different conditions: 2 sedentary
groups [‘‘sedentary’’ mice (n = 14) and ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ mice
placed on the inert treadmill (similar to trained mice but without
any movement of the treadmill) (n = 13)], and 3 different training
intensity groups 5 cm/s (n = 10), 10 cm/s (n = 10) and 21 cm/s
(n = 10). Electrical shock system that encouraged the animals to
run was disconnected to avoid bias due to stress. To accurately
evaluate specific effects of the inert treadmill on the one hand and
training intensities on the other hand, ‘‘sedentary’’ mice were
handled similarly to other groups i.e. they were picked up by the
tail and returned to their cage at the same time and frequency than
other groups (5 days a week, see Figures S1 and S2). All groups
were tested between 9:00 and 11:00 am. To strictly follow the best
practices and recommendations for preclinical studies using SOD1
mice, the age of death was recorded when mice were unable to
right themselves 30s after having been pushed on their side [39].
6
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To minimize as much as possible bias in the analysis of our data,
we followed the recommendations of Benatar et al. [40], in
particular regarding the number of animals. Moreover, all
evaluations were done blind to the experimental conditions.

Statistical Analysis
Survival was analysed using Kaplan–Meier curves and log-rank
test. For the quantification of glial cells and NMJ, comparisons
between ‘‘sedentary’’ and ‘‘sedentary treadmill’’ animals were
done using t-test (GraphPad Prism version 5.03, CA, USA).
Experiments were designed to reach a 95% power to detect a 10%
or greater difference between each exercise group and the
sedentary treadmill group.

Immunohistochemistry
Mice were anesthetized with pentobarbital (i.p), and perfused
intracardially with cold PBS followed by cold 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA). Tissues were removed
and post fixed for 24 h in 4% paraformaldehyde. Samples were
cryoprotected in sucrose 30%, included in Tissue Teck (Sakura,
Alphen aan den Rijn, Pays Bas), frozen and kept at 280u until
processing.
Free floating spinal cord transverse sections (20 mm) were placed
for 30 min in PBS containing lysine (20 mM, pH 7.4) and then for
15 min in 1% H2O2. Sections were then transferred for 1 hour in
blocking solution (PBS, BSA (5%) and Triton X-100 (0.1%) (all
from Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA)) and then incubated 48
hours at 4uC with either Iba1 (1/1000; Wako Pure Chemical
Industries, Osaka, Japan) or GFAP (1/2000; Dako, Glostrup,
Denmark) primary antibodies diluted in the same solution.
Secondary rabbit peroxydase-conjugated antibody was used
(1:500; Jackson Immunoresearch, Carlsbad, USA). Sections were
then washed in TRIS buffer and enzymatic revelation was done
with diaminobenzidine and H202 0.1% as a substrate. Quantifications of the mean intensity labelling were done separately and
blindly by two experimenters using the AdobeH PhotoshopH
software (Adobe, San Jose, USA).
Lumbar spinal cord sections were stained with Mayer hematoxylin solution for 15 minutes. Cells identified as motoneurons by
their size, shape and location, were counted blindly for all groups.
We quantified motoneurons soma areas using ImageJ v1.45
software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).
Only motoneurons with an identifiable nucleus were included in
the surface analysis. One section out of twenty (i.e. each 400 mm)
was used all along the lumbar spinal cord segment.

Supporting Information
Figure S1 ‘‘Sedentary treadmill’’ condition. Mice are

placed on an inert treadmill 15 minutes per day, 5 days a week.
(MP4)
Figure S2 ‘‘Sedentary condition’’. Sedentary mice were
handled similarly to other groups i.e. they were picked up by the
tail and returned to their cage at the same time and frequency than
other groups (5 days a week).
(MP4)
Figure S3 Statistics. (Table A) - Table of p-values for the
survival analysis. (Table B) - Summary of p-values for
motoneurons quantification. (Table C) - Table of p-values for
Iba1 quantification. (Table D) - Table of p-values for GFAP
quantification. * = significantly different as compared to the
sedentary treadmill group (*, p,0.05; **, p,0.01; ***,
p,0.001); # = significantly different as compared to the 5 cm/s
group (#, p,0.05; ##, p,0.01); NS = non significant.
(DOC)
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